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Details of Visit:

Author: Scimax
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 24 Aug 2017 22:00
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: No

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Infinity
Website: http://www.infinitymanchester.co.uk
Phone: 01612235512

The Premises:

Took about 10 minutes to find the entrance because the whole place is boarded up at the front.
Infinity premises are excellent and probably come in at a 4* in decor and furnishing. Reception is
modern and the rooms are stylish and clean. Neighbourhood is definitely to be avoided extremely
rough part of Manchester and located in a known gang populated area. 

The Lady:

I placed a duo booking for both Andrea and Alice for the hour. Both "girls" would be what you would
describe as "drop dead" gorgeous, until you ACTUALLY get in the room with them. Alice, i can not
use a word to describe her really. Andrea had a not so bad personality but that's only in comparison
to Alice! 

The Story:

Well i will start by saying i will NEVER visit Infinity again.

After arriving and finding the entrance which was a mission, i paid at reception and was asked to
wait for 5 minutes why Andrea finished with a client. The receptionist was chatty and friendly and
my hopes was high at this point. The receptionist asked what other places i visit and after telling her
she said "you are aware you wont get that kind of service here, they are foreign girls". Excitement
dropped a little at this point but i thought, ah it surely can't be that bad.

After getting in the room and greeting the girls i was asked by Alice why i booked 2 girls? She said,
is it your birthday, i don't get why. I noticed from first sight that they was talking a lot in Polish.

Andrea started by giving me oral with, No offer was made for OWO. Occasionally she would pause
and say something to Alice in Polish and they would both laugh.

Enough of the oral and onto some sex. Andrea lay on her back so i could go on top. She felt fairly
loose and i couldn't feel much stimulation. We then began some doggy style but again she felt
pretty bad. Andrea and Alice both kept talking in Foreign language (Polish) among themselves while
i was penetrating her in doggy style. They both kept doing this and laughing.
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Alice kept grabbing my face, poking my arse and just taking the piss in every way she could.

New condom and now Alice is up. She starts by giving me oral again with no offer for OWO. Didn't
feel so bad but nothing special. We then had some sex in different positions, doggy, cowgirl and me
on top. Alice was the one who i thought would be great but she felt absolutely awful. I literally could
not feel a thing when inside her, it felt like having my penis in a paper bag, literally.

To make things ten times worse than they already was when i was having sex with Alice in doggy
style, she turned and looked at me and said "faster, faster I'm getting bored here in a mocking,
skitty way.

What made this experience so bad? They both was constantly talking in Polish throughout the
whole experience and clearly making a joke out of me and laughing. They both acted like immature
school girls that belong in the play ground and definitely not escorting, promising such a highly
satisfactory experience.

To summarize, if you want 2 girls taking the complete piss out of you for a hour then book here. If
not find a agency who actually employs women and not girls. 
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